**Capital Letters: The Lonely ‘i’**

Capital letters are needed whenever the **pronoun** **I** is used.

**Incorrect**  Today **i** am going to the movies.  

**Correct**  Today **I** am going to the movies.

Rewrite the following sentences, adding capitals where they belong.

1. Do you think **i** could come?

2. Lucy and **i** walked to the park.

3. **i** like chocolate.

4. Can **i** have a turn please?

5. **i** have never been to Disney World.

6. That is the fastest **i** have ever run.

7. **i** am 8 years old.

8. Luke and **i** have the same birthday.

9. **i** can’t believe it!

10. Which flavour ice cream should **i** get?